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Nestling at the western end of the South Downs Way and surrounded by the rolling Hampshire              
countryside is Winchester Distillery, home of Twisted Nose Watercress Gin, amongst others!

Launched by Paul Bowler in 2014 from his small home kitchen in central Winchester, and now based 
a few miles outside the town in Old Alresford, Winchester Distillery is home to hand-crafted premium 
spirits using traditional methods and botanicals sourced from the surrounding landscape, such as 
watercress, lavender and coriander.  
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Twisted Nose Gin
Crafted to capture the extraordinary natural habitat of where it’s 
made, this award-winning spirit is gently distilled with fresh, peppery 
watercress to give it a unique and uplifting twist. Combined with nine 
other carefully selected botanicals, the final result is a perfectly 
balanced dry gin. 

Great Taste Awards 2019 - 1 Star
World Gin Design Awards 2019 - Best Bottle Design
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Winchester Dry Gin
Winchester Dry Gin was launched on world gin day 2017 at the great 
hall in Winchester. It uses 25 botanicals that were commonly used in 
food and medicine during the medieval period. Rich and complex, 
this is a unique gin with great depth of flavour and subtle herbal 
nuances from the wide list of (secret) botanicals.

World Gin Awards 2020 - Bronze
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Hampshire Dry Gin
A super-premium, classic style 'fine' dry gin, rich in Macedonian 
juniper and distilled slowly in a traditional pot still. Two of the six 
botanicals - fresh lemon and lime peel - are vapour-infused in a 
basket above the boiling alcohol to keep their flavours fresh for a 
bright, zesty finish. A superbly versatile Gin for zesty G&T's or as a base 
for classic Gin cocktails.

Great Taste Awards 2019 - 1 Star
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Hampshire Old Tom Gin
Introducing Winchester Distillery’s interpretation of an authentic ‘Old 
Tom’ Gin; a slightly sweet and botanically complex style of gin that 
was popular during the 18th and 19th centuries and is the base of 
classic cocktails such as the Tom Collins and the Martinez. 

The elevated levels of liquorice root in their botanical mix creates an 
earthy, sweeter-tasting spirit, typical of the Old Tom style.
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Navy Strength Gunpowder Gin
Winchester Distillery's Navy Strength gin is distilled with juniper, sea 
buckthorn and the highest quality gunpowder tea sourced in 
Hampshire.

Bottling at 57% ABV (as required by British Navy law) allows the 
concentration of oils, extracted from the botanicals during distillation, 
to be raised significantly higher than a standard 40% gin giving a 
fuller flavour and silky mouth-feel.
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Twisted Nose Wasabi Vodka
This small batch vodka combines seven botanicals including locally 
grown Hampshire wasabi to create a spirit that is intense, fragrant 
and refreshing.

To make their unique vodka they add freshly grated wasabi and six 
other botanicals to British grain spirit and leave to macerate. This 
mixture is then redistilled in our copper pot to create a clear, finely 
balanced vodka full of flavour and spice.

This vodka is wonderful used as the base for a Bloody Mary or served 
with tonic for an aromatic and refreshing long drink.
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